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Abstract
Turbulence measurements have been made on a flap-edge and leading-edge slat
model using hot-wire anemometry, and, later, particle image velocimetry. The properties
of hot-wire anemometry were studied using facilities at NASA Ames Research Center.
Hot-film probes were used because of their durability, but cross-films were limited by
non-linear end effects. As a warm-up exercise, hot-film probes were used to measure
velocities in the farfield wake of a cylinder with an airfoil in the near-field wake. The
airfoil reduced the drag coefficient of the system by 10%. A single-wire hot-film probe
was used to measure velocity profiles over the top of a NACA 632-215 Mod. B wing with
a Fowler flap and leading-edge slat. Results showed the size of slat wake was dependent
upon the slat deflection angle. Velocity increased through the slat gap with increased
deflection. The acoustically modified slat decreased the chance of separation.
Measurements were taken at the flap edge with a single hot-film. Trends in the data
indicate velocity and turbulence levels increase at the flap edge. The acoustically
modified flap modifies the mean flow near the flap edge. Correlations were made
between the hot-film signal and the unsteady pressure transducers on the wing which
were published in a NASA CDTM. The principles of particle image velocimetry (PIV)
were studied at Florida State University. Spectral PIV was used to measure the spectra of
a subsonic jet. Measured frequencies were close to the predicted frequency of jet
shedding. Spectral PIV will be used to measure the spectra of the slat flow in the second
7-x 10-ft. wind tunnel test. PIV has an advantage that it can measure velocity and spectra
of the entire flowfield instantaneously. However, problems arise when trying to store this
massive amount of PIV data. Support for this research has continued through a NASA
Graduate Student Program Fellowship which will end in June 1999. The thesis should be
completed by this time.
Hot-wire
Most of the period before the first 7-xl0-ft. wind tunnel test was spent learning
about hot-wire anemometry. Due to a dusty climate in the wind tunnel, hot-film probes
were considered more reliable than fragile hot-wires. These hot-films required a different
anemometer system than used with standard hot-wires. The extra current needed by the
hot-films required the use of DISA bridges instead of the Watmuff designed
anemometers used in the Fluid Mechanics Laboratory.I The DISA bridges also gave a
much higher frequency response (50 kHz at 100 m/s) than the Watmuff anemometers. In
addition, the DISA anemometers allowed much longer cable lengths of 20m. This
provided greater freedom of movement of the hot-films and placement of the
anemometers on the outside of the test section.
Considerable effort was made to examine the ambient temperature dependence of
the hot-film calibration. A study using a small calibration tunnel and a space heater was
done by performing calibrations at different mean flow temperatures over a 26°C range.
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Resultsfrom this studydeterminedthat a linear relation betweentemperatureand the
calibrationcoefficientswassufficient.
A studywasperformedto determinethemosteffectivemethodof usinga King's
Law calibration. It was discoveredthat the slope, intercept and exponentwere all
functionsof the velocity range. In orderto approximatea true King's Law (i.e. velocity
coefficient near0.5), the lowest rangeof velocities (down to about 4 m/s) had to be
included. Theentire rangeof thecalibrationmanometerwasusedto measurevelocities
from 4 m/s to 110 m/s. The velocity at some locations on the wing exceededthis
maximumcalibrationvelocity. Therefore,a higherpressuremanometerwill beusedin
future tests. Also, thespeedandeaseof thecalibrationprocesswill be improvedby the
useof a pressuretransducerinsteadof a liquid manometer.
During the wind tunnel test, calibrations were taken twice daily. Error
measurementsof thesecalibrationsweretakenat theendof theday. The maximumerror
in meanvelocityoccurredaround100m/sandwasapproximately5%. In orderto reduce
this error, it would be preferableto calibrate the hot-films in situ and over a higher
velocity range. However, it would be impossible to perform an in situ calibration
becauseof the time required to bring the 7-xl0-ft. tunnel to a steady-statevelocity
condition.
Cross-wirecalibrationstudieswerealsoperformed. The hot-film probesshowed
non-linearitiesin their yaw calibrationusing Bradshaw's2 method. As pointedout by
Bruun3,this is dueto the fact that thehot-film hasa thick quartzsubstratewith a length
to diameterratio of only about 18. With sucha small aspectratio film, theendeffects
canhavea substantialeffect on thelengthwisetemperaturedistribution acrossthe film.
Thus, a nonlineardependenceof heattransferoccurswhenyawing the probe. A more
desirablelength to diameterratio is around200, the ratio for standardhot-wires. In
future tests,a lookup table format will haveto be usedto calibratecross-film probes.
Also, a more sophisticated method using error correction, Cantwell 4, was written and
may be implemented in the next test.
HSCT Test
Trial cross-film measurements were performed on the Boeing HSCT model in the
7-xl0-ft. wind tunnel. The purpose of this test was to demonstrate the robustness of the
acquisition software and hardware of the hot-film system. A modified simultaneous
sample-and-hold device was used to ensure that both wires of the cross-film were
sampled at the same time. Unfortunately, a problem caused by the instrumentation cable
limited the amount of time spent in the tunnel to three hours. A grid of 20x20 points with
half inch spacing was obtained. The resulting velocity map revealed an unexpected flow
angularity bias. This was caused by misalignment of the films in the tunnel and
performing the calibration outside of the test environment. More detailed measurements
of the wake were obtained with a seven hole probe survey. 5 Measurements of streamwise
turbulence levels showed the same general trends as static pressure losses.
Cylinder Test
In order to gain more experience with hot-films in a test situation, measurements
were taken during a cylinder experiment in the 7x10 ft. wind tunnel directed by Dr.
Krothapalli of Florida State University. 6 The purpose of the experiment was to
demonstrate drag reduction of a roughened two-dimensional cylinder by placing an
airfoil in the near-field wake. The airfoil was placed about 1.05D downstream of the
cylinderand0.66D off of the centerline (App. A). Reynolds numbers between 1.6x105
and 6x105 were examined. In order to ensure that the cylinder boundary layer was
turbulent at separation, the surface of the cylinder was roughened by a knurling process
described by Achenbach. v This gave a roughness height of about 100 btm and equivalent
sand grain roughness ks/D estimated at 9x 10 -3.
One-dimensional traverses were made with a single film across the cylinder wake
in the middle of the cylinder span. Output from the hot-film was converted by a
LabVIEW program into mean and RMS velocity profiles. The velocity wakes, Fig. 1,
show that the total drag of the cylinder is reduced by placing the airfoil in the near-field
wake. The mean velocity deficit is less for the case with the airfoil in place. Using
seven-hole pressure data, a drag coefficient was calculated using conservation of
momentum. The calculated drag coefficient for the cylinder alone was 1.09. Adding the
airfoil behind the cylinder wake reduced the total drag coefficient by more than 10% to
0.90.
The pressure distribution ot" the cylinder was measured by pressure taps around
the mid-span. Drag of the cylinder alone was calculated from integration of these
pressures over the surface. The drag of the system was determined from the combination
of cylinder and airfoil drag. The drag of the added airfoil was estimated from Hoerner 8
using a formula for an elliptical cross section. The airfoil was assumed elliptical because
of its large thickness, 33%. Hoerner's formula was assumed to give an upper bound on
the drag for the airfoil since it is slightly more aerodynamic than an ellipse. The total
drag coefficient of the system was calculated from the pressure measurements to be 1.08
for the cylinder alone and 0.95 for the cylinder with the added airfoil in the wake. The
drag for the cylinder with airfoil is 5% higher than that calculated from the velocity
profiles. The reason for this discrepancy in drag numbers was a change in calibration of
the seven hole pressure probes between runs. The static ring was accidentally switched
between runs giving a different reference pressure to the seven-hole probe system. This
error was discovered after the test completion and thus the change in reference pressure
could not be determined.
An interesting feature of the mean velocity profiles is that they are fairly
symmetric in the farfield wake. There is little evidence of the wake of the control airfoil
placed in the wake of the cylinder. Examination of a surface pressure profile also shows
symmetry around the cylinder itself. This suggests that the added airfoil is a true drag
reduction device and does not merely change the direction of the drag force.
The turbulence profiles do have an asymmetrical shape to them. RMS velocities
on the airfoil side of the cylinder are less than on the side without the airfoil. Thus, the
airfoil must modify the unsteadiness of the vortex shedding without greatly affecting the
mean flow. Comparing the wakes to the seven hole probe measurements demonstrated
that the turbulence produced was directly related to static pressure losses in the wake. A
lower turbulence level resulted in a smaller loss of static pressure. Adding the airfoil
decreases the turbulence and static pressure loss in the wake. This again proves the drag
is reduced by adding an airfoil to the wake.
The hot-film output was used to check the shedding frequency of the cylinder
both with and without the airfoil by running the output of the hot-film through a spectrum
analyzer. The output of the analyzer revealed the narrow band resonant frequency of the
vortex shedding. When the single film was placed in the wake 7.5 diameters downstream
and 0.66 diameters to the right of the cylinder center[ine, a Strouhal number of 0.2 was
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calculated. It wasdiscoveredthat the measuredsheddingfrequencieswere not affected
by thepresenceof theairfoil andtheStrouhalnumberremainedconstantaround0.2.
One-Dimensional Traverse
Because the existing traverse in the wind tunnel did not provide adequate access
to the top of the wing, a new traverse had to be built in order to access the areas of
interest. The first idea was to build a hot-film traverse mounted on the model itself. This
was ruled out because of the cost of the modifications to the model and the lack of space
to run instrumentation cable. The next best solution was to traverse from the side-wall of
the tunnel which corresponded to the top of the wing.
This traverse was to be cantilevered and able to reach as far as the bottom surface
of the deflected flap. The traverse consisted of a hollow circular cylinder (1 in. dia.) with
an adapter at the end. The adapter allowed any type of Dantec hot-wire mount to be
screwed in, single or cross-wire (Fig. 2). The hot-wire mount could be extended an
additional four inches in order to reduce the effect of the traverse cylinder on the flow
around the hot-film.
Because of the possibility of flow induced vibrations of the cantilevered section
with cylindrical cross-section, an airfoil fairing was placed around the cylinder for the
first three feet extended from the wall. A nylon bushing at the end of the airfoil section
kept the cylinder in the center of the airfoil. Wrapping wire around the cylinder was also
considered in order to break the vortex shedding of the exposed cylindrical section.
Testing of the wire wrap showed no further decrease of the amount of vibration and was
deemed unnecessary. The section of the traverse inside the tunnel is shown in Fig. 3.
The traverse section of the outside of the tunnel, Fig. 4, consisted of a set of guide
rails and a lead screw attached to a DC motor. A set of linear bearings attached to a plate
was used to attach the traverse cylinder to the guide rails. The pipe fittings holding the
traverse cylinder to the plate could be loosened to allow rotation of the hot-film in the
flow, giving it effectively two degrees of freedom. A cross-over switch was used to
alternate the direction of the current so that the motor could be driven both forward and
backwards. Using the switch would drive the cylinder into or out from the test section.
During the flap edge test, a straight single wire was used to take the two
dimensional cross-section data. However, the friction bearings of the Dantec probe
holders were not strong enough to hold the hot-film in a position parallel to the flow.
Thus, a passive aerodynamic fin was placed on the back of the hot-film holder, Fig. 5.
The fin proved effective in keeping the hot-film pointed into direction of the mean flow.
It was not used in the flap tip region because the size of the fin was on the order of the
size of the vortex. The wire would not have remained in a correct orientation with the
flow off of the flap edge.
A custom wind tunnel wall section was cut to access various points on the top of
the wing. The traverse and airfoil fairing were bolted to the wall at the different locations
for measurement. Three different spanwise locations were cut for examining the slat. A
long section was cut out of the wall to allow movement along the entire top section of the
wing. Finally, a wide section was cut out near the flap edge. For repeatability, positions
were marked by tracing the inner tunnel plate on the wall with a wax pen. Repeatability
error was estimated to be 1/32 inch.
Positioning error in the traverse was a large concern. It was discovered that the
lead screw mechanism had an error of about 1/16" caused by its loose fit in the traverse
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which created a backlash. The major positioning error came from a steady-state
aerodynamicdeflectionof thecantileveredcylinder while the tunnel was running. The
maximumdeflectionof theprobewasestimatedto be0.25" perpendicularto thetraverse
plane. This was fairly consistent,however,such that the repeatabilityerror wasmuch
lessthanthis. The error mostlyaffectedtheabsolutepositionof the probenearthe flap
edge.
Vibrationof theprobewasalsoaconcernin theflap edgearea.The peakto peak
fluctuationsof theprobewereestimatedto be 1/8"whenthecylinder was in thecoreof
the vortex. Thesefluctuationsmayhavealsocausedfalse turbulencelevels. However,
sincethemeasuredturbulencelevelson thetop andbottomof theflap (Figs. 13-15)were
nearly equivalentand nearfreestreamturbulencelevels (-2%), the errors from false
turbulencemeasurementsweredeemednegligible.
Even thougherrorsin traversepositioningprovedto be dominantnearthe flap
edge,theseerrorswere not critical in the two-dimensionalprofiles on top of the wing.
During thesetraverses,only the vertical position was crucial. The repeatability of
vertical position was within the error range of the traverse- around 1/32 inch. The
spanwise and chordwise position were also fairly good - around 1/32" as well.
Oscillationsof theprobewerealsoconsiderablylessbecausethetraversewasnotdirectly
placed in the tip vortex. Also, the small winglet, placedon the probe to control its
pitchingmoment,servedto dampenout theaerodynamicvibration. It wasestimatedthat
the maximumvibration displacementduring the two dimensionaltraverseswasaround
1/16". This occurredduringmeasurementbehindtheflap gap.
In thenext test,betterrelativepositioningof thehot-film will beachievedwith an
electronic touchsensorcurrently being developedto provide a more accuratestarting
reference position of the probe near the flap edge. The touch sensor was first
successfullyimplementedby Chow,et. al.9 Also, thepositioningaccuracyof thetraverse
will be improvedby removinga largeportionof thebacklash.
Flap-Edge Test Setup
Measurements were taken in the 7-xl0-ft. wind tunnel of NASA Ames Research
Center. The model consisted of a NACA 632-215 Mod. B main element with a half span
30%c Fowler flap and a 15%c LB-546 slat (App. A). l°.ll Mounted vertically between
two false walls, the model had a span of 5 feet and a clean (flap stowed) chord of 2.5 feet.
On the main element, boundary layer trip strips were placed at 5% and 10%c on the
upper and lower surfaces respectively. The test Mach number remained constant at 0.22
with a Reynolds number based on chord of 3.7 million. The turbulence intensities of the
empty test section were measured to be 0.14%, 0.30% and 0.34% for u, v, and w
respectively. Approximating a landing configuration, the angle of attack for the wing
was fixed at 10 ° and the flap angle was set to 39 °. The slat angle was varied between 6 °
and 26 ° and the slat was completely removed for flap edge measurements.
Flap-Edge Measurements
Measurements of the velocities were taken in the three-dimensional flow field of
the flap edge as well as in more two-dimensional profiles over the top of the wing itself
(App. A).
Temperature variation throughout the tunnel was a problem for the hot-films. A
temperature difference of approximately 3 ° Celsius was measured between the top and
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bottomof thetunnel. Therewerealsopocketsof hot andcold spotsin thesameposition
of the tunnel which varied at most 1.5+Celsius. Temperaturevariation between the
center of the vortex and the surrounding flow was also considered a problem. Taking this
into consideration, a linear temperature dependence was included in both the calibration
and acquisition software. A thermocouple was placed behind the hot-film in the flow and
the temperature was recorded at every data point.
The sample period for all measurements was kept constant at 20 seconds. 'The
sampling rate was 1000 Hz. The period was long enough to obtain a fairly stable mean in
very turbulent flow and also obtain accurate RMS velocities. The raw hot-film signal
was passed through an anti-aliasing filter with a cutoff frequency of 50 kHz and a roll-off
rate of 18 dB/decade.
Time-dependent data was necessary for correlation with unsteady pressure
transducers and wall microphones. However, only the AC coupled signal was needed.
The hot-film signal was passed through a high pass filter with a DC cutoff frequency of 1
Hz and a roll-off rate of 18 dB/octave. This signal was then recorded on a digital tape
along with the signals of 14 Endevco pressure transducers and one wall microphone. The
sample rate of the tape recorder was set at 80 kHz with its anti-aliasing filter set at 20
kHz. These numbers were chosen by examination of previous measurements of full-scale
aircraft acoustics. 12 Nothing above 20 kHz was deemed acoustically interesting, once
scaled to commercial aircraft sized wavelengths. The hot-film probes were tuned to a
frequency response of approximately 50 kHz (at 100 m/s). Thus, all frequencies up to 25
kHz were accurately captured by the hot-film probe. The digital recorded tape was later
played back and analyzed on a spectrum analyzer. Correlations were made between the
hot-film and the unsteady pressure sensors, and results from those studies along with
acoustic spectra were issued in a NASA CDTM. 13
Results from the Top of the Wing Measurements
The two-dimensional profiles over the top of the wing proved to be most
interesting. Four different configurations were examined: no slat, 10 ° slat deflection, 20 +
slat deflection and an acoustically modified slat with a 20 + slat deflection. The actual slat
deflection angles were closer to 6 + and 26 + respectively. The slat gap was fixed at 2% of
wing chord. The overlap was -0.5%c.
The traverse at 0.66 of the slat chord, Figure 6, shows that the mean velocities
remain relatively unchanged over the slat when varying the slat angle. However, the 6 +
slat case shows slightly higher turbulence levels. This is because the relative position of
the probe is different between the 26 + slat and the 6 + slat. For the measurements of the
26 + slat, the probe is actually farther back chordwise on the slat than 6 + slat. Both of
these turbulence levels are the order of the freestream turbulence - 1%.
Traverses just behind the slat gap, 0.05 of the main chord, Figure 7+ show a
difference in velocity profiles between configurations. The mean velocities of the 26 °
slat case are nearly 10% higher than the 6 + slat case near the surface of the wing. Also,
the no slat case has the highest velocities of all: 5% greater than the 26 ° slat. This is
consistent with surface pressure plots of the 6 ° and 26 +slat which show the 26 ° slat has a
higher pressure peak on the main element. The 26 + slat gap flow has a much higher jet
velocity than the 6 +slat and therefore a higher main element pressure peak. Repeated
runs showed that turbulence levels were relatively independent of the slat deflection. The
wake of the slat can be seen in all of the mean velocity profiles as well as the turbulence
levels.
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Velocity profiles near the center of the main element, Figure 8, show close
similarity in all modelconfigurations. There is slight evidenceof the slat wake with a
deficit in the meanvelocity andan increaseof the turbulencelevelsat about0.04chord
lengthsfrom the surface. This is morepronouncedin the 6° slat than the others. The
reasonfor this isexplainedbelow.
Meanvelocitiesnearthemain trailing edge,Fig. 9, areonceagainfairly similar.
Again,the6°slatwakevelocitydeficit is slightly largerthanthe26°slatwake.
The effect of slat deflection is muchmorepronouncedin the wakesbehindthe
flapgap. Figure 10showsthe velocity profiles at 0.16of the flap chordwherethereare
appreciabledifferences in velocities. The slat wake can be seenin all of the slat
configurationsaround0.08chordlengthsfrom thesurface. It is mostpronouncedfor the
6° and basic26° slats. As seenin the figure, a higherslat deflectionangleproducesa
lower velocity deficit in the wing wake. This is likely becausethe slat increasesthe
camberof the wing producinga largeradversepressuregradienton the backsideof the
wing. Therefore,the flow over the top of the wing is deceleratedto a greateramount
thanwith a lower slatdeflectionangle. It wasalsonoticedthattheacousticallymodified
slatconfigurationhasslightly lessvelocity deficit from thetopof thewing thanthebasic
slat. This is likely casedby the modification increasingtheturbulencein the boundary
layer. The more turbulent boundary layer is lessaffected by the adversepressure
gradientandmaintainsamore robustprofile. Thelesserevidenceof a slat wakeis also
dueto increasedmixing betweenthe slatwakeandwing boundarylayer. Theturbulence
profile of theno slatcaseshowsabnormallyhigh turbulencelevelsoutsideof thewake.
This wascausedby a faulty wire introducingelectricalfluctuationsinto thesystem.The
wire wasquickly replaced,but timeconstraintsdid notpermit arepeatrun.
Justpasthalf chordof the flap, Figure 11, thevelocity profiles aresimilar again.
Velocities for the 26° slats are again slightly lower becauseof the greater adverse
pressuregradient. The26° slatshavehigherturbulencelevels in thewing wake. All slat
configurationsshowthewakeof theslat startingat 0.01chord lengthsfrom thesurface
andendingatabout0.15chordlengthsfrom thesurface.
The final two dimensionalvelocity profiles, Figure 12,were takenat the trailing
edgeof theflap. Theseprofilesagainshowvery goodagreementwith the previousdata.
The 26° slatconfigurationhaslower velocitiesand higher turbulencelevels. The basic
26° slat was separated,asevidencedby 80% turbulencelevels, in the wake. This was
probably inducedby the hot-film probeor traverseat the trailing edge. Previousruns
without thehot-film did not indicateanykind of separation.The acousticallymodified
26° slat did not separate. This demonstratesthat the modifications increasedthe
turbulencein theboundarylayerandhelpedpreventseparation.
An interestingphenomenaoccursin all turbulenceprofilesoverthe flap. The26°
slats have higher turbulence levels in the wing wake, while the 6° slat has lower
turbulence levels than even the no slat case. The reasons for this are not fully understood.
One possible reason is that the 6 ° slat is configured such that the jet velocity and the flow
velocity over the top of the slat are nearly equal, Fig. 7. Therefore, the turbulence created
in the shear layer of the slat gap is not as great.
Results from the Flap-Edge Measurements
The three-dimensional flow region of the flap edge was much harder to measure
accurately with a single wire, as made evident by the wide scatter in the data. However,
trendsin thedatado reflectsomeof the llow physics. A single wire with a 90 ° bend, Fig.
2, was used for measurements in this region. Tile probe was oriented such that it would
measure the freestream velocity assuming no sideslip. The probe could be rotated to
measure velocity in a plane parallel to the wing chord. However, any out of plane
velocities could not be measured directly even though they did affect the hot-film output.
At each measurement point, the probe was rotated by hand to the point of maximum
velocity. This done by reading the point of maximum hot-film voltage output with a
voltmeter. Ideally, a traverse which could pitch and yaw the probe would allow for
complete nulling of the film, resulting in more accurate results. However, such a traverse
would be prohibitively expensive and was thus ruled out as a solution for further tests.
Hot-film traverses were made in relation to unsteady pressure transducers on the
flap edge. The zero location was directly to the side of the flap edge transducers about
3/8" measured perpendicularly off of the side face. Traverses were then made in a line
perpendicular to the wing chord on both the top and bottom of the flap (App. A). Three
different chordwise positions were examined at 40%, 53%, and 68% of the flap chord.
Measurements were taken on two different flap configurations: the standard composite
Fowler flap and a flap designed by Revell for noise suppression, la
Figure 13, shows the velocity profiles at 40% of the flap chord. It is obvious that
the point of maximum total velocity is at the flap tip (zero on the plot). The point of
minimum mean velocity corresponds to the wake of the main element. Examining the
turbulence levels shows a similar two peak pattern. The point of maximum turbulence is
the main element wake. A much smaller peak at the flap edge indicates that the vortex
rollup over the edge is fairly steady in this area. Comparison between the baseline flap
and acoustically-treated flap tip show very little difference in mean flow or turbulent
fluctuations.
Figure 14 displays the velocity profiles slightly farther downstream at a location
of 53% of the flap chord. The mean velocity shows a similar pattern of low velocity in
the wake of the main element and a high velocity at the flap edge. There is also good
agreement between the baseline flap and acoustically-treated flap mean velocity profiles.
Plots of the turbulence intensity show a slight difference between the two configurations.
Both show a high peak at the flap edge. However, the baseline flap has a much higher
peak turbulent intensity of 15%, compared to only 5% for the acoustically-treated tip.
Figure 15 shows velocity profiles further downstream at 68% of the flap chord.
Here the difference between the acoustically-treated and baseline flap tips is more
pronounced. The mean velocity at the baseline flap tip reaches a peak similarly to the
previous profiles. However, the acoustically-treated flap mean velocity increases near
the flap edge and then levels off. This plateau continues for a couple of main chord
percentages and then increases again to a lower level than the baseline tip peak. The
mean velocity of the acoustically-treated tip then seems to follow the profile of the
baseline tip once past the influence of the flap. The turbulence levels are also
significantly different. The peak of the acoustically-treated flap profile is over twice as
high as that of the baseline flap. These facts suggest that the acoustically-treated flap
actually modifies the vortex structure around the flap edge.
One final conclusion made from these plots is that the vortex does not follow the
flap edge. Its center corresponds to the point of maximum mean velocity and moves
farther away from the flap edge as it convects downstream. This observation is
consistent with the flow visualization studies of the wing.
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Five-hole Probe
In the next test, mean velocity profiles measured by the hot-film will be verified
using a five-hole probe. This was deemed necessary because hot-films are less accurate
for mean velocity measurements than for turbulence measurements. A five-hole probe
fitting was constructed for the one-dimensional hot-film traverse. Using the same
traverse will allow the five-hole probe to take measurements at the identical locations
where hot-film measurements were made. However, since five-hole probes are fairly
sensitive to flow-field turbulence levels, their use around the turbulent flap edge may be
restricted.
Particle Image Velocimetry
From May to August 1997, time was spent learning about Digital Particle Image
Velocimetry (DPIV or simply PIV) at Florida State University under the direction of
Professor Luiz Lourenco. Several small studies were performed using PIV to measure
the mean and turbulent velocities of a subsonic jet as well as the turbulent spectra of the
jet flowfield. All results presented here where done in conjunction with Bahadir Alkislar,
a graduate student of Prof. Lourenco.
Figure 16 shows a sample image of a subsonic jet with velocity vectors calculated
over a small region of the flow below the centerline of the jet. The jet width was 1 cm
and was run at a Reynolds number of 11400. The velocity vectors superimposed on this
image were produced using a cross-correlation method between two images taken only a
few microseconds apart. ]5.16 Image pairs (and hence velocity vectors) could be produced
at a maximum rate of 15 Hz. This limit was set by both the download speed of the
cameras and also the repetition rate to the laser illumination. At this rate, multiple
velocity fields could be gathered for time averaging over the entire field or examination
of the propagation of large scale structures in the flow.
Using PIV to gather velocity spectra is a new technique developed by Professor
Lourenco and his graduate students. The spectral PIV method is a simple extension of
basic DPIV to the measurement of high-frequency fluctuations. It requires the use of two
independently functioning PIV systems in which the cameras and laser sheets of both
systems operate in the same measurement plane. By delaying one laser and camera
system from the other, very short time variations in the velocity field can be realized.
Changing the time delay between the independent PIV systems results in a map of the
velocity field as a function of time. The circulation at any point can be calculated by
integrating velocity vectors along a box surrounding the point. This circulation value can
then be correlated as a function of the time delay between systems. Finally, a spectra of
the circulation fluctuation at the point can be obtained through a Fourier Transform of the
correlation data. A more accurate estimate of the correlation is obtained by averaging
over a large number of correlation values at each time delay.
For example, by integrating around a 3x3 velocity vector grid (Fig. 16), the
circulation around a single point in the flow (x/d=l.5, y/d=-0.5) was calculated for each
image's vector field. After this calculation, cross-correlations between the delayed and
undelayed circulation values were made. Finally, an average correlation over 30 values
for each time delay was generated. Figure 17 is a plot of the average circulation cross-
correlation as a function of time delay. As seen in the figure, there is a large frequency
oscillation in the correlation plot. The frequency of this oscillation was calculated by
taking the Fast Fourier Transform of the correlation function. This is shown in Figure 18.
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As expected,thereis a largepeakin thepeakin thespectraat 1543Hz, which is nearthe
predictednaturalsheddingfrequencyof the.jetfor this Reynoldsnumber.
In thethird flap-edgetest, the spectralPIV techniquewill provide anadditional
source of flowfield spectrameasurementof the slat flow. The PIV measurement
techniquehasanadvantageover single-pointmeasurementtechniquessuchasthe hot-
wire and LDA in that it can examinethe entire flowfield instantaneously. The new
spectralPIV techniquewill provide instantaneousvelocitiesof the slat cove flow, and
also provide anunsteadyvelocity spectrumfor up to 65,000independentpoints in the
flow. Measurementof whole flowfield spectrawill allow for examinationof spatial
variationof velocity fluctuationsandprovidenew insight into the unsteadyflow around
high-lift systems.
The spectralPIV methodprovidesan incredible amountof useful data,which
inherently createsa new set of challenges. The greatestchallenge for the spectral
technique involves storage of the PIV images for future analysis. For reasonable
statisticalaccuracy(2%of thestandarddeviation), 1000velocity vector fields must be
collectedpercameraat eachtime delaybetweenthe two independentlasers(i.e. single
frequencypoint on the spectra). Eachvelocity vector field requires2 imagesfrom its
respectivecamera. Therefore,in order to obtain a 1 kHz resolution spectraacrossa
bandwidthof a25kHz spectra,100,000imagesarenecessary.With eachimagetakingup
IM of memory,atotal of 100Gbytesof memorymustbeusedto obtainthespectrafor a
singletestconfiguration. With compressionroutines,theamountof storagecapacitycan
be reducedto approximately68 Gbytes. In order to calculatespectrafor 6 different
model configurations,over400 Gbytesof compressedimagesmustbe stored. Storage
will beprovidedby NASA Amesmassstoragegroupwho will makespaceavailableon
their 3.2 Tbyte tapedrives. However,data transferratesto the tapedrives through a
basicEthernetconnectionmaylimit theamountof datathatcanbestoredduring thetest.
Uponreturningto NASA Amesin August,a buildupof hardwarecomponentsfor
using spectralPIV in the 7-xl0-ft. wind tunnel was started.(App. B) This included
designingandbuilding anoptical traversefor the lasertablewhich cancreate,align and
reflect two independentlaser sheetsto any position in the tunnel. In addition, a box
which holds the two camerasnecessaryfor the spectral PIV inside the tunnel was
designedandbuilt. Thebox containsmirrors andbeamsplitteropticsnecessaryfor both
camerasto separatelyimagean identical measurementplanein the slat cove. Also, in
orderto provideoptical accessto theslatcove,a window wasplacedon thetop ground
planebetweenthe modelandthe ceiling of the wind tunnel. The designof thesethree
componentswascritical becauseprecisealignmentof thecamerasandlasersheetsin the
slatcove is necessaryfor goodaccuracyusingthisspectralmeasurementechnique.
Conclusions
The HSCT test revealed that more research will have to be done on using cross-
film probes. An alternate calibration method will be used and a more effective method of
placing the probes in the direction of the flow must be implemented.
The cylinder test demonstrated that the drag of a cylinder can be reduced by
placing an airfoil in the near-field wake. Mean velocity data from the hot-film can be
used in conjunction with static pressure data of the wake to produce reasonable drag
coefficients.
Measurements of the quasi-two-dimensional flow over the top of the wing
revealed a great influence of the slat deflection. The slat wake could be seen in all
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velocity profiles andcontinuedover the flap. Higherslatdeflectionsproduceda higherjet flow speedthroughtheslatgap. This resultedin a greatersuctionpeakon the main
element. The acoustically-treatedslat increasedthe turbulencein the boundary layer.
Thismadethewing lesslikely to separateandincreasedflow velocitiesover theflap.
Measurementof the threedimensionalflow aboutthe flap edgewasdifficult to
resolvewith a single wire. Trends in the data indicate the flap tip is a local point of
maximum velocity and turbulent intensities. The Revell flap tip used for acoustic
dampingchangedthestructureof thevortexaroundtheflap edge. Furtherstudieswill be
madeto furthermapout thisregion'svelocities and turbulence.
Uncertainty of the position near the flap edge was not at all reasonable. For the
next phase of the test a new traverse mechanism will have to be used. An electronic
touch sensor to find the surface of the wing while the tunnel is running will be
implemented. Aerodynamic deflection of the traverse can then be trimmed by moving
the traverse back to the desired position near the surface. Ideally, a three-dimensional
traverse would traverse the probe to any position on the edge. The probes could then be
oriented in a direction which would reduce their error from cross-flow velocity
components. However, such a system was deemed prohibitively expensive and hence
ruled out as an option. Instead, mean velocity profiles from the hot-film will be verified
using a five-hole probe. This will also result in a better understanding of the flow
angularity in this complicated flow region. However, since five-hole probes are fairly
sensitive to flow-field turbulence levels, their use around the turbulent flap edge may be
restricted. Further study on the accuracy of the five-hole probe results will have to be
performed.
The technique of particle image velocimetry (PIV) was used to study the steady
and unsteady behavior of a subsonic jet at Florida State University. Mean velocity
measurements were made using a cross-correlation PIV method. A newly developed
spectral PIV technique was used to measure the spectra of unsteady shedding in the
subsonic jet. The measured frequency was very close to the predicted shedding
frequency of the jet running at an identical Reynolds number.
This spectral PIV method will be used to measure steady an unsteady flow
through the slat cove in the next flap-edge test. Hardware was built to accommodate the
spectral PIV technique in the 7-xl0-ft. wind tunnel. PIV has an advantage over single-
point measurement techniques such as the hot-wire and LDA in that it can measure
velocity and spectra of the entire flow field instantaneously. Along with this advantage,
comes the pricetag of storing massive amounts of data, up to 100 Gbytes of information
per configuration during the flap-edge test. This disk space is being provided NASA
Ames mass storage group. However, data transfer rates may still limit the amount of data
that can be saved during the test.
Support for this research has continued through a NASA Graduate Student
Program Fellowship which started in July 1996 and will end in June 1999. The thesis
should be completed by this time.
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Figure 1. Cylinder Velocity Profiles
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Figure 16. Sample Jet Image with Superimposed Velocity Vectors
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Appendix A : Experimental Setup
for Cylinder and Flap Edge Tests
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Appendix B: PIV Hardware
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